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SHOWCASE YOUR PASSION FOR THE OUTDOORS, COMPANY BRANDING AND MORE
WITH A CUSTOM 30oz. TUMBLER FROM BIG FRIG™
High Quality Vacuum-Sealed Tumbler Keeps Hot Beverages Hot and Cold Drinks Cold
North Sioux City, SD – If you’re trying to stay hydrated all day long, your tumbler can become your closest daily
companion. Why not have it match your lifestyle while also keeping your cold beverages ice cold, or your hot drinks
piping hot? Big Frig™ has become well known for not only first-rate vacuum-sealed tumblers, the company has taken
customization to the next level by offering individual orders with countless customizable options allowing customers to
truly make their tumbler a one-of-a-kind piece built for their way of life.
“We offer the latest in customization options which allows us to create a design tailored to fit your lifestyle,” said Brock
Hutchinson, Big Frig founder. “We handle everything from corporate gifts to personalized requests, complete with
countless options from laser engraving to full-color direct printing, and more.”
With Big Frig tumbler personalization, your 30oz. tumbler will not only look stellar, it will perform like a champ. It’s
engineered with sturdy 18/8 stainless steel with vacuum insulation to keep beverages on temp. Its double-wall interior
holds up to 30 ounces of liquid and keeps the outside free of any sweat, while the inside maintains its temperature for
hours. It’s BPA-free and comes with a shatterproof lid. Thanks to the vacuum insulation, it will keep hot drinks hot for
five hours or more. Cold drinks will stay cold for more than 50 hours.
The Big Frig 30oz. Tumbler is lightweight and extremely portable. In fact, traveling with your Big Frig 30oz. tumbler is a
breeze thanks to its sleek design, which fits all standard cup holders.
About Big Frig
Owner Brock Hutchinson founded Big Frig because he wanted to offer superior quality products that could withstand
the extreme conditions of the Midwest. He set out to design products that would perform as well as (if not better than)
anything else available with features that many people were looking for. Since then, the company has built Big Frig
based on relationships and providing the best product and best customer service.
At Big Frig we believe in treating our customers like family and that family comes first. We believe in answering the
phone and going the extra mile. We believe that people deserve a quality product for their money and a business that
will stand behind it. Our clients deserve nothing less and we won't settle for anything less. Because it’s not just a
tumbler or a cooler, it’s a reflection of our way of life, your way of life.
To learn more about Big Frig’s full line of premium coolers and tumblers built to fit your lifestyle, visit bigfrig.com.
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